INTRODUCTION
One of the most promising approaches in genome science is large scale analysis of gene expression patterns. However, the huge amounts of raw data produced in a typical experiment can easily overwhelm the investigator. Analysis is greatly facilitated by a standard and concise system of gene annotation. One commonly used system is provided by the gene ontology consortium (GOC) (Ashburner et al., 2000) comprising ontologies for Molecular Function (MF), Biological Process (BP), and Cellular Components (CC). Each of these classes gives rise to branches and sub-branches representing ever finer definitions. Genes are then annotated with one or more ontology terms. Such annotations can be downloaded from various databases (Liu et al., 2003 , Bono et al., 2002 , Ashburner et al., 2000 .
Availability of large scale expression data annotated with GO terms enables investigation of whether specific ontology terms are overrepresented in the set of transcripts with significant expression changes across treatments. Most commonly, this is addressed by testing whether the observed number of "changed" transcripts associated with specific GO terms exceeds that expected given the entire set of transcripts. This can be addressed with either a 2 test, or more appropriately, an exact test employing the hypergeometric distribution (Hosack et al., 2003) . Various software tools for this analysis, designated henceforth as the "discrete" approach, are available online (Beissbarth and Speed, 2004 , Al-Shahrour et al., 2004 , Volinia et al., 2004 , Smid and Dorssers, 2004 , Zeeberg et al., 2003 . Although useful for investigating the concerted changes that follow various experimental manipulations, the discrete approach is based on two crucial assumptions which are not always justified. The first concerns the notion of a "changed" gene. In reality, genes are not simply increased, decreased or unchanged when compared across conditions. Reducing gene expression to a discrete variable ignores important information about its actual expression level. The second assumption relates to the nature of changes governing subsets of genes with related functions. Highlighting the overrepresentation of changed transcripts within a population implies that biologically relevant changes involve an excessive number of transcripts undergoing profound expression changes. However, gene ensembles may be modified concertedly, yet without any member undergoing extreme modulations.
It is becoming increasingly clear that single gene products are associated with multiple processes, functions, or cellular components (Bomsztyk et al., 2004 , Soreq and Seidman, 2001 , Rosenstein and Krum, 2004 , as reflected by the frequency in which multiple GO terms are assigned to individual genes. Thus, it may be more appropriate to think of genes not as solo actors dedicated to a single mission, but rather as members in multiple teams. This implies that adaptation of biological networks to various stimuli should involve subtle adjustments in a large set of elements, rather than extreme changes in a few selected members. Testing merely the number of changed genes within a category addresses the tails of the distribution but ignores additional potentially important distributional characteristics of expression patterns. These may include changes in location, dispersion or other characteristics which may be either not reflected in the number of changed genes, or reflected in non trivial ways.
The output of the commonly used methods includes a set of terms containing more changed transcripts than expected based on the entire set of transcripts on the array. However, it is often interesting to know whether a certain category follows a different distribution not from the entire set of transcripts, but rather from a closely related subset. When employing hierarchical annotation schemes, as provided by the GOC, it is worthwhile to ask whether genes within a category display a different distribution than that of its parent term(s). Although this issue can in principle be resolved using the discrete approach, to the best of our knowledge this has not yet been done.
This work presents a method aimed at solving these shortcomings. Although recent publications presented methods incorporating the entire set of measured genes (Volinia et al., 2004 , Smid and Dorssers, 2004 , Damian and Gorfine, 2004 , neither of these explicitly employed the actual distributions of the measured transcripts for comparison. We begin by presenting our approach, denoted as the continuous approach, implemented by the MATLAB® program GOdist. Using numerical simulations we demonstrate several essential differences between this and the discrete approach. Finally, we apply both approaches to biological data: expression patterns in mouse prefrontal cortex (PFC) following injection of the Parkinsonian neurotoxin MPTP using Affymetrix® arrays and ontologies provided by the GOC.
SYSTEM AND METHODS

Description of the procedure
GOdist requires three classes of inputs (Figure 1 ): 1. Transcript codes and associated values. Typically these are expression ratios across treatments, but can be any values associated with individual transcripts. It is assumed that basic preprocessing of the data (normalization, filtration, averaging) has been performed. 2. Ontology files of the GO consortium (Ashburner et al., 2000) . 3. Lists of ontology terms and UniGene codes associated with each transcript. GOdist creates lists of transcripts annotated with each term of the BP, MF and CC ontologies (a transcript is annotated with a term if annotated with it directly or with any of its child terms). Then, the distribution of values (e.g. fold expression changes) of transcripts associated with each term is compared to a reference distribution. Initially, the reference distribution comprises all transcripts excluding those associated with the currently tested term. The comparison is performed using a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test for sample distributions (Sokal and Rohlf, 1994) , a non-parametric test sensitive to any difference between the distributions. A test is conducted for each tail of the distribution. Although the two one-tailed KS tests do not actually detect only increases or decreases, we employ these terms below for simplicity. For completeness, GOdist also implements the discrete approach using the hypergeomteric distribution to calculate the probability to obtain the observed or a larger number of changed (increased/decreased) transcripts given the total number of transcripts, the total number of changed transcripts, the number of transcripts within the specific category and the number of changed transcripts within the category, as determined by a user specified threshold. Outputs are provided as tab delimited text files containing a list of GO terms, p-values for the KS tests and for the discrete comparisons (i.e. increases or decreases) and the number of transcripts associated with the specific GO term. Due to limitations of the KS test, only terms containing at least two elements are analyzed.
Microarrays often contain multiple probes for individual UniGene clusters and considering these as independent is unjustified. Hence, GOdist allows several options for selecting transcripts from the same UniGene cluster. Since here we employ duplicates of both baseline and experimental treatments, when multiple probes are available, we consider the one with the smallest coefficient of variation (CV) averaged across the two baseline and the two experimental samples. Additionally, any transcript for which CV>1 is excluded from analysis. As expression data we consider log2(mean(E1,E2)/mean(B1,B2)), where E1 and E2 are duplicates of the experimental samples (MPTP) and B1 and B2 are duplicates of the baseline samples (naïve).
GOdist can also conduct additional analyses for specific terms including: 1. Non-parametric ANOVA (KW, Kruskal-Wallis test) and a test on the variances of the target and global populations. 2. Comparison of the selected term against transcripts associated with its parent term(s) but not with itself. 3. Plots of the estimated (Kaplan-Meier) cumulative density functions (CDFs) of expression ratios of the transcripts associated with each term under comparison. All programs used for analyses and simulations were written in MATLAB.
Experimental procedures
Adult male FVB/N mice (Harlan, Jerusalem, Israel) were injected with 60mg/kg MPTP, at four injections of 15mg/ml at 2 hour intervals. Mice were anesthetized and decapitated 72 hours following injections. The PFC was dissected and stored in RNA-later solution (www.ambion.com). RNA was extracted using the Qiagen RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). As controls, we used PFCs from 8 untreated female mice, grouped into two pools of four. For the MPTP group, PFCs from 6 males were grouped into two pools of 3. Pools were hybridized at the Weizmann Institute Service Unit to Affymetrix M430A-2.0 arrays (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA) according to manufacturer's instructions. Arrays were scanned by the GeneArray scanner 3000 (Affymetrix), visually inspected for hybridization imperfections and analyzed using MAS-5 software (Affymetrix) by scaling to an average intensity of 150. Experiments were conducted in accordance with the Animal Care and Use Committee of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem.
RESULTS
Demonstration of the continuous approach using numerical simulations
We employ numerical calculations to demonstrate the validity of the continuous approach. To render this analysis independent of any specific ontology structure, the problem was simplified by considering only two transcript sets: those annotated with the term of interest (target population), and all others (global population). The global population comprises 10,000 transcripts with expression values obeying a standard normal distribution (µ=0, =1). The target population also follows a normal distribution, but here µ, and N (population size) are manipulated. Populations are repeatedly sampled (1000 times) given the specified parameters, and the resulting distributions are compared using both the discrete and the continuous approaches. Finally, we compare the percentage of cases in which a change was detected by each of the methods (p 0.05). Parameters for all simulations are provided in Table 1 .
We first test the effect of changing µ and of the target population with N=100 transcripts. Figure 2A shows that the continuous method fails when µ approaches 0 and approaches 1. This is expected, since these are the parameters of the global population. However, even small deviations from either µ or are invariably detected. This example illustrates that the continuous approach is sensitive not only to changes in location (e.g. mean) but other characteristics of the distribution as well (e.g. variance). Figure 2A also shows that the discrete method fails throughout most of the parameter space. Changes are detected reliably only when µ and are both high. For the entire parameter space examined here, the continuous method is at least as successful as the discrete method in detecting changes.
Detection of partially modified categories
It may occur that only a fraction of transcripts annotated with a given term will undergo expression changes. For example, transcripts associated with a broadly defined term may comprise several functionally distinct subsets. Here we explore the performance of both approaches under this scenario. Specifically, we consider a category of size 1000, and vary the fraction of transcripts subject to changes from 0.1 to 1 (abscissa in Figure 2B ). A fraction of 1 corresponds to the analysis in section 3.1. In all simulations, =1, but µ varies from 0.1 to 1 as represented by different colored traces. Figure 2B shows that for large µ (1) and a low fraction of changed transcripts (0.1), the discrete method slightly outperforms the continuous. This is expected, since this situation represents a small number of transcripts undergoing relatively large changes. However, with increasing µ or fraction of modulated genes, the continuous method becomes superior. The differences are particularly clear when the changed fraction is increased, demonstrating the sensitivity of the continuous method to widespread changes. Moreover, for µ<0.8, the continuous method outperforms the discrete also when only a small fraction of the transcripts is modified.
Effect of the threshold for calling a change
The threshold for calling changed genes is a crucial parameter for the discrete approach. In the previous examples, a value of 1.65 corresponding to the 5% tails of a standard normal distribution was employed. Figure 2C shows that the number of detected categories decreases as a function of the threshold for the discrete method but plays no role for the continuous approach. The effect of the threshold is due to two reasons. The first and obvious cause is that alteration of the threshold directly influences the number of transcripts defined as changed within both the global and the target populations. The second, subtler reason is that typically, the target and global distributions differ in their shapes around the region of the threshold (e.g. see Figure  1B ). Consequently, changing the threshold affects the fraction of changed genes in the global and target populations non-proportionally. Since the expected number of changed transcripts in a given subset (and hence the results of the statistical test) is determined by the frequency of changes in the global population, changing the threshold alters the sensitivity of the discrete method to detect overrepresentation of changed transcripts.
Effect of target population size
To study the role of the target population, we maintain µ and fixed (at 0.5 and 1, respectively, values for which also the discrete approach performs satisfactorily), and vary the target distribution size (N) in increments from 2 to 500. Figure 2D shows that while both methods detect changes for large target populations, the continuous approach remains sensitive, whereas the discrete approach deteriorates with decreasing population sizes. This implies that the discrete method is especially likely to overlook changes in the distribution when the target population is small.
Comparison of the methods on biological data
We analyze expression ratios between PFC of MPTP injected male and naïve female mice. The PFC is a target of the midbrain dopaminergic system which is damaged in Parkinson's disease or following MPTP treatment (Cohen et al., 2002) . Transcripts included in the BP and MF GOC ontologies were analyzed using the continuous and discrete approaches. For the discrete method, a transcript was defined as increased/decreased if the log2 expression ratio was larger than 1/-1. For both methods a p-value of 0.05 was used to call a significant change in the distribution.
The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 3A as a function of the log2 detection threshold (affecting only the discrete approach). More changed categories are detected by the continuous approach for any threshold employed. Although for the discrete approach, lower thresholds generally yield more detections, this trend is not strictly monotonous. This is due to the complex structure of GO terms, the transcripts, and their expression values. Although the trends in Figure 3A are specific for the dataset analyzed here, the general conclusions are likely relevant for many other comparisons.
Biological relevance of the detected GO terms
Examination of the outputs of both methods reveals several classes of detected terms (supplementary information). One includes general terms that hardly provide any insight (e.g. cellular physiological process, comprising 2759 transcripts). A second class likely reflects the fact that MPTP injected mice were males whereas untreated controls were females (e.g. genital morphogenesis). The most relevant here, are terms related to the MPTP exposure. Figure 3B shows a simplified scheme with some key processes believed to follow MPTP exposure (Speciale, 2002, Dauer and Przedborski, 2003) . Table 2 lists relevant terms detected by either or both methods. Results for the discrete approach are shown for a threshold of both 1 (absolute value of log2 ratio) and 0.5. A log2 threshold of 1 is commonly employed but a value of 0.5 yielded the most detections for our data ( Figure 3A) . The comparison shows that various relevant categories were detected by both methods. However, the continuous approach yields more expected categories also with a threshold of 0.5. Moreover, although the lower threshold allows the discrete method to detect predictable changes unnoticed with a threshold of 1 (e.g. ubiquitin cycle), in some cases, predictable terms detected with the higher threshold are not detected with a lower threshold (e.g. oxireductase activity). Thus, reducing the threshold for the discrete method may not necessarily lead to enhanced identification of biologically relevant terms (recall that a category is detected as changed by the discrete method if it contains more changed transcripts than expected, and that this expectation is based on the same threshold applied to all transcripts).
Taking a closer look at changed terms
Figure 4 provides examples of more detailed analyses of selected terms. Panels A-C show this analysis for protein amino acid phosphorylation (PAAP).
Panel A, showing the comparison against the global distribution, reveals that the CDF is shifted to the right compared to that of the global distribution. This is reflected by the high-KS statistic (P < 0.001) as well as by the KW test (P < 0.001) showing that indeed these two distributions differ in their location. In addition, the variance test using the F-statistic shows that the variance of PAAP is smaller than that of the global distribution (P < 0.001), suggesting that this category is tightly regulated. Panels B-C show the comparison of PAAP relative to its two parent terms. Panel B demonstrates that the parent term protein modification is statistically indistinguishable from PAAP according to the KS, KW and variance tests, consistent with the highly overlapping CDFs. In contrast, compared to the parent term phosphorylation, there is a clear rightward shift.
The MF term signal transducer activity (STA) is analyzed in Figure 4 D-F. Panel D shows that the distribution of STA transcripts is more widespread than for the global population. This is reflected by both tailed KS tests (P < 0.001) and the variance test (P < 0.001). However, the KW test does not reveal a change, indicating that the populations significantly differ in dispersion rather than location. Panel E shows the comparison of the closely related term receptor activity against the global distribution, yielding essentially identical results, and thus suggesting that they are essentially indistinguishable. Indeed, Panel F, comparing receptor activity with its immediate parent term STA shows that the distributions of transcripts in these populations are indistinguishable. This example highlights the potential dependence among GO terms, and the importance of considering the hierarchical structure of ontology terms before reaching conclusions about the biological significance of the results.
DISCUSSION
We have shown that the continuous approach reliably detects subtle changes in simulated data, and changes in relevant categories in biological data. Many of these changes evade the more commonly used discrete approach. The essence of the differences is not merely technical, but rather addresses the nature of biologically relevant changes. While clearly sometimes selected genes undergo extreme changes, subtler modulations in individual transcripts, and therefore in the populations they belong to, may be the rule rather than the exception. Our results also show that certain changes are detected by the discrete approach, yet not by the continuous approach. We therefore believe that neither of these approaches is categorically "correct", but rather that they are complementary, and provide information about different (and occasionally overlapping) aspects of changes in gene expression patterns. Given that changes in gene expression patterns can assume various forms, it is reasonable that complementary statistical measures are required for a comprehensive analysis.
Two recent publications also advocated the use of continuous measures of gene expression, rather than merely the "changed" status of genes (Volinia et al., 2004, Smid and Dorssers, 2004) . The main difference between these approaches and ours is that we explicitly compare distributions of expression patterns, rather than statistics derived from the entire set of genes, or significance scores associated with each of the transcripts. Moreover, we present a systematic comparison between the two approaches on simulated and biological data. Finally, the continuous approach provides a natural solution for comparing hierarchically related (i.e. child-parent) terms with each other. Another approach (GSEA) compares the rank ordering of expression level changes of all transcripts on an array using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic (Mootha et al., 2003) . The main limitation of that approach is the strong dependence of detection sensitivity on sample size (Damian and Gorfine, 2004) . Although the authors rightly claim that by definition, statistical significance is a function of sample size, the GSEA approach cannot detect changes of even infinite magnitudes in small categories. As we showed in section 3.4 ( Figure 2D ), the continuous method can detect changes in categories containing as few as ~4 transcripts. The rationale for developing the continuous approach was that gene expression changes are a continuous rather than discrete, and that categories may be overall modified without any member undergoing extreme changes. The results obtained with biological data suggest that these arguments hold for the specific data set analyzed. Specific detailed examples demonstrating this are given as supplementary information.
Current microarray technology necessitates replicate experiments to overcome technical and biological variability. In the present context, two approaches may be adopted. Thus, it is possible to use replicate experiments to yield more reliable estimates of changes in individual transcripts, and feed this information to ontology level analyses. Alternatively, each experiment can be subject to the ontology analysis, only then to combine (i.e. average, intersect) results across experiments. We have followed the first approach by averaging expression data across replicates of each treatment group. We also discarded from analysis transcripts with a CV>1 in each treatment group. Finally, for multiple transcripts from the same UniGene cluster, the single transcript with the lowest average CV across both treatment groups was selected (this is one of the options of GOdist to deal with multiple transcripts from the same UniGene cluster).
While we have applied the continuous approach to GOC ontologies and for comparative expression data from Affymetrix microarrays, the method is not restricted to these specific inputs. Any gene classification scheme including structural elements, sequence motives, tissue localization etc. may be used. Also, one is not limited to comparing expression signals across two treatments. Thus, when multiple arrays are available, it is possible to input for each gene the variance over replicates, potentially revealing categories that are tightly or loosely regulated. Concluding, we believe that incorporating the continuous approach in analyses of large scale gene expression data will aid in uncovering biologically relevant processes, including those characterized by subtle adaptations.
Figure and Table legends
Figure 1: Overview of GOdist and examples using simulated data. A: Inputs, basic data conversions, and outputs of GOdist. B: Histograms of expression ratios of the entire set of transcripts (continuous line) and three subgroups of transcripts (broken lines) associated with specific GO terms. Insets show changed transcripts in the global and two of the subgroups categories. The discrete approach considers the number of increased or decreased transcripts within a specific category, and compares it to that expected based on the number of changed transcripts on the entire array. The continuous approach compares the distribution of expression ratios of all transcripts within a category with those of the global distribution, or the parent categories (not shown for simplicity). C: Cumulative distribution functions of the categories shown in B. Table 1 for a summary of parameters used in each panel. (Figure 2 ). µ, : mean and SD of target population (normally distributed). CS: no. of transcripts in target population. Thresh: threshold for calling a change for the discrete method. Fraction: fraction of transcripts of the target population subject to change. In all simulations the global population contains 10000 transcripts and is distributed standard normal, p-value for detecting a changed category is 0.05 for both methods, number of iterations is 1000. The parameters examined in each panel of figure 2 are shown in bold. figure 3B ). -: no change, : increase (i.e. a large number of increased genes using the discrete method with a p <0.05, or p < 0.05 for the high-KS test using the continuous method). : decrease (i.e. a large number of decreased genes using the discrete method with a p <0.05, or p < 0.05 for the low-KS test using the continuous method). N: number of transcripts associated with GO term. Cont: continuous approach, Disc(0.5) and Disc(1): discrete approach with thresholds of 0.5 and 1, respectively. 
